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RULES FOR MEMORIALS       Effective 10/1/98 

 

1. When reference is made to memorials, it includes monuments and flat markers. 

 

2. Memorial dealers shall abide by all the rules & regulations of the Cemetery. All inscriptions and 

memorial deliveries must be done Monday through Friday between 9 AM and 3:00 PM. No work may be 

done after hours, on weekends and on holidays and holy days when no cemetery staff is available. Special 

consideration will be given to requests to perform these services outside these times with advance notice. 

 

3. Only one monument is permitted on a family plot.  The monument must be centered on the lot.  A 

single grave is a lot, for example, if a family owns two single graves side by side, a monument must go on 

each grave. 

 

4. All monuments (including the base) must be first quality Barre Gray Vermont granite made 

entirely of certified monumental grade granite, free of flaws and defects, and manufactured with high 

quality workmanship. 

 

5. All sections of the Cemetery now require a smooth-back base (wire-sawed).  The base should not 

exceed 13” from front to back.  To allow for variances in cutting, we will accept 14” at the very most.  The 

die must not be less than 8” in depth (front to back).  Request for extended depth will be considered by the 

Cemetery office, and must be clearly stated on sketch and order form. 

 

6. A detailed sketch (drawn to scale) of the memorial, together with the deed to the plot and the 

foundation fee must be presented to the Cemetery office for approval.  The size, design, and inscriptions 

(names & verses) must be noted on sketch.  If a foundation is not pre-poured, you will be notified that the 

foundation must be poured. 

 

7. Government markers & flat markers (2’  X  1’  X  4”) are permitted and must be set on a 

foundation.  The top must be polished or steeled and the back must be smooth.  Slant markers are allowed 

within the dimensions stipulated for the size of the plot and the back must be smooth if it is not on a base.  

All bases must have a smooth back. 

 

8. Free-standing statues, crosses, urns, hearts, ovals, circles, pedestal type memorials of any shape 

are not permitted. 

 

9. All memorials shall have a Catholic symbol in a prominent position on the front or side of the die 

or the face of a flat marker.  Only symbols or inscriptions that are appropriate to a Catholic Cemetery are 

acceptable.  Scripture verses, epitaphs, prayers, song verses, etc. will be considered by the Cemetery office.  

Personal emblems will be considered by the Cemetery office.  Upon approval, personal emblems will be 

restricted to 4” square.  Photographs of any kind are not permitted on memorials. 

 

10. Memorial dealers or their representatives must obtain permission to erect, clean, inscribe or repair 

any marker or memorial in the Cemetery.  When performing such work, memorial dealers or their 

personnel must comply with the reasonable directions of Cemetery authorities.  It is expected that all work 

will be stopped when in judgment of Cemetery authorities that the continuation of such work will interfere 

with an internment service being conducted nearby. 

 



 

 

11. Waterproofing, coloring, painting, litho chroming, enameling, lacquering or bronzing of letters or 

carvings on other parts of the memorial is prohibited. 

 

12. Manufacturer or Guild seals from any source may not be visible on any monument or marker.  If a 

seal is used, it can be placed only on the underside of the die or base. 

13.  Soliciting memorial sales or memorial work within the Cemetery is prohibited. 

 

14. Memorials may be removed from the Cemetery only with the permission of the Cemetery 

authorities and an Affidavit from the lot owner. 

 

15. All monuments shall have location numbers engraved either on the bottom right hand corner of the 

die or on the right front corner on top of the base. (customer preference) 

 

16.  In our newer sections only, one upright memorial is permitted on a family lot.  In our older 

sections, where different size lots make up the section, an additional monument or flat marker may be 

placed on a lot if there is room.  Consideration will be given to a request of this nature. 

 

17. MAXIMUM SIZE OF MEMORIALS: 

 

Single Grave:  2’0”  X  1’0”  X  30”  overall height (die & base) 

2 Grave Lot:  3’4”  X  1’1”  X  30” 

3 Grave Lot:  5’0”  X  1’1”  X  42” 

4 Grave Lot:  6’6”  X  1’1”  X  42” 

Baby Graves:  18”   X  12”  flat marker 

 

18. FLAT MARKERS/BABY GRAVES: 

 

All markers must be a uniform 4” thickness.  The top must be polished or steeled.  Markers that  

are for baby graves are recessed in the ground and can be either rock sides or wire sawed.  Location of the 

plot must be cut on the face in the lower right hand corner. 

 

   INCREASED FOUNDATION CHARGES ATTACHED: 

 

Foundation Charges: Length Width:     

2’0”      

2’1”   to    2’5”     

2’6”   to    2’11”     

3’0”   to    3’5”     

3’6”   to    3’11”     

4’0”   to    4’5”     

4’6”   to    4’11”     

5’0”   to    5’5”     

5’6”   to    5’11”    

6’0”   to    6’5”    

6’6”     
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